ASA PRODUCTS
A step into the future
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You cannot look into the future.
But you can lay foundations for it.
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, French writer (1900-1944)
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With our own advanced production facility,
and a network of experts we make professional
astronomical equipment affordable.
Egon Döberl, Manager
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ASA ASTROSYSTEME GMBH

The company behind the name
ASA Astrosysteme Austria sees its task in making the latest technologies of astrophotography available
and affordable for the amateur. Uncompromising quality levels and suitability for the practical use
are the centre of our attention. Hence, in the course of the last years the basis of a product line was
developed which claims the name reference class. Astrophotography has experienced an unheard of
quantum leap by the digital age of CCD- (Charge-coupled Device) technology. These CCD-cameras
as well as the new digital reflex cameras and also the versatile possibilities of picture processing
make completely new demands on optics and mechanics. ASA Astrosysteme Austria has made it its
objective to render exactly these components, optical devices, fully automatic mountings and tracking
systems, applicable for the latest requirements in astrophotography.
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Meeting high quality standards
down to the smallest detail.

All parts are produced with high-end aircraft-grade aluminum (7075A/ZnMgCu1,5) in own production at a state-of-the-art CNC-center.

The Products that are manufactured in our factory in
Austria conform to the highest quality standard. All
ASA emloyees are skilled in their jobs to meet these
high requirements we have set ourselves. This guarantees the consistend demand for our products.

Before the start of the production of every ASA product the computer-aided design in conjunction with the
optical design by Dipl. Phys. Keller is realized. After
a successful planning, the individual components are
produced with our own machines and are assembled
at the proprietary location to an ASA product.

At the production of our optics we left nothing to
chance. All main mirrors as well as secondary mirrors
are quality checked by interferometer. For example
the lenses are checked by a spherometer. To perform
the highest quality standards by ASA only the best
goods will pass and processed further to perfect ASA
correctors.
In conjunction with his suppliers ASA obtained electronic and motor technique focused to the ASA Direct
Drive Mounts. Through the close co-operation with
his partners we can ensure highest quality and guaranty and above all we can ensure further development of our products.
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All materials used fulfil the high claims of Astronomy.
A consistent quality control of the inbound delivery
to outbound delivery guarantee that we produce high
quality ASA products. ASA – Made in Austria.

Optical design and widefield telescopes
Good cooperation. Best results.

ASA has extensive experience in optical design. Our
main focus during the last years was the development of reflecting telescopes with combined lens
correctors to achieve extremely wide fields and
fast focal ratios. For our studies, we use high speed
computers and optical raytracing with ZEMAX. After
more than 20 years lens calculation and design by

Philipp Keller and more than 1000 produced lens correctors not only for small amateur telescopes, but
also for large telescopes with corrector lens diameters of more than 300 mm we know, that a design
that looks good on the computer screen in theory is
not always the best to manufacture and use. The
production of a custom lens corrector involves:

Calculating the design and selecting suitable glasses (depending on the wavelength band used)
Check for ghost images including filters, CCD windows etc.
Optimize coatings (depending on the wavelength band used)
Ordering the glasses and re-optimize the corrector one more time with the real measured glass melt data
Manufacture the corrector
Control the radii and surfaces with our own spherometer and interferometer

Example 1m f/2 widefield telescope, China
The current project Philipp Keller recently installed is
a 1m f/2 widefield telescope. It uses a 4 lens corrector with an aspherical 1m main mirror and a CCD
Cam directly mounted in the prime focus.

Test exposures demonstrated perfect images across the field and the telescope
points all sky with 3 arc sec RMS.

Spot diagrams for different wavelengths

80% in a circle of less
then 0.012micron = 1.15“
on a field diameter of 2.4°

Combined spot diagrams for 400 nm - 700 nm and 2.4 degree diameter field.

Encircled Energy for all field points which clearly shows that the expected performance is much better than the demanded
80% in 2“ (arc sec) criterion.
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Since three years we use a large telescope
system from Philipp Keller and so far we are very
satisfied with this great telescope. Due to the
enormous light sensibility we have the ability
to look as deep in space as no one can.
Jose De Queiroz, Director Observatorium Mirasteilas Switzerland
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EVERYTHING FROM ONE SOURCE. ONE COUNTERPART.

Projectmanagement with ASA telescopes
It is the aim of ASA to accomplish the desire of the customer at fully remote applications. With every
project ASA will attend the customer. Beginning with consulting at the optical design up to the right
selection of the dome you get it all from one source. ASA build and produce the telescopes in Austria
but anyway we deliver to any place worldwide with telescope commissioning on site. Software is
provided by ASA and if special applications are required ASA is able to program.
ASA will be your maintenance and service partner with your project.
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Different challenges. Particular projects.
Reliable partner: ASA Astrosysteme Austria
SELECTED PROJECTS WITH ASA PRODUCTS.

The follow-up of Super-Wasp for exo-planetary search trust to ASA.
The next-generation Transit Survey (NGTS) is a fully automated project using 16 hyperbolic Astrographs (200
mm aperture). The project is designed as a survey to
the discovery of brightest earthlike planets. The NGTS
is operated by different partners like the University of
Belfast, University of Warwick, University of Leicester,
University of Genf, the DLR (German Center for aero-

Project Solaris – Pushing the limits in the
search for Exo-Planets
Project Solaris is operated by the Nikolaus Copernicus
Astronomical Center in Torun (Poland), a branch of the
Polish Academy of Sciences.
Over a period of four years, the Solaris project will be
engaged in a quest to discover extra solar planets orbiting double stars. To realize the present tasks a team
of astronomers has worked in conjunction with ASA
Astrosysteme´s engineers to develop robotic telescopes

Monitoring satellites by the University Bern
– ASA in the service of science and space
In cooperation with ASA Astrosysteme the Astronomical Institute of the University in Bern (Switzerland)
developed a project for the observation of satellites
and Near Earth Objects (NEOs). The project is financed
by a contract with ESA (European Space Agency). Also
the discovery and observation of potentially hazardous
space debris is part of this project. At the Observatory
Zimmerwald of the University Bern distance measure-
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space) in Berlin and the University of Catolica in Chile.
It is situated near the next to the European Southern
Observatories VLT (Very Large Telescope) NGTS pass on
the discoveries of planets as prime targets tot the VLT
(Very Large Telescope) and ELT (Extremely Large Telescope) as well as to the James Webb Space Telescope
for further investigations.
Find more information on this project at:
www.ngtransits.org

for this purpose.
The Solaris project consist of three independent locations within the southern Hemisphere (Australia, Argentina and South Africa). The project consist of a total of
Four ASA professional line (three 500 mm ASA RC f/15
systems as well as one 500 mm ASA Cassegrain f/9
telescope). Those four telescopes are mounted on four
ASA DDM 160 German mounts using direct drives.
Find more information on this project at:
www.projectsolaris.eu

ments are conducted using the “Satellite Laser Ranging” Method (SLR). A special software was developed
at the institute which not only controls the progress of
the observations but also processes the aquired data,
and automatically calculates the position of the detected objects.
The communication with the mount control software Autoslew is hanled via the integrated Ascom interface. The
high positoning speed of the DDM85XL mount allows
for a very effective search routine. Finally many of the
discovered objects are catalogued.

Measurment of 800 stars across the CCD field

With nearly every object we image, we reach the best resolution that has yet been achieved from a telescope without adaptive optics. And in some cases, we even
beat the very large telescopes like the VLT (see above example image).

Chile Chart32 / Prompt7

because of the high precession and high speed direct
drive used with the mount. GRB are rare events that
last only for a few seconds until they begin to fade.

This telescope is located at Cerro Tololo in Chile. It
is owned and installed by Phlipp Keller (ASA Optic –
Designer) with the same hardware and software used
with ASA products.
The project was finished 2012 and since then its running unattended every clear night with ASA robotic
Sequence Software.
This telescope is mainly used as test bed for ASA
software but is also be used as one of the rarely telescopes worldwide to detect GRB (Gamma Ray Bursts)

Joshua Haislip from University from UNC, who also
hosts 7 other Prompt Telescopes on UNC (among them
you will find all our competitors), said: "This is just so
much better than anything we are running here".
And the results underline this in a most impressive
way, since every single exposure shows a much better
resolution on images than any other of the 20 telescopes of similar or even bigger size on that mountain

and you will find every major competitor there.
Beside Autoslew Software, Chart 32 is using the ASA
Software Sequence which enables 100% robotic operation (guided or unguided) after you entered your
Targets and Exposure settings.
Sequence Targets and Exposure Settings are saved in
XML format and can also be sent by email to the telescope. If there is any telescope in the world that really
deserves the name "robotic", it's this.

"I wanted to send a personal thank you to you for your assistance with the installation of the 80cm telescope
made by ASA at our site at CTIO in Chile. The telescope is performing beautifully, and the images we are getting from the system are some of the best we have seen in our more than seven years at the site.
We look forward to many years of reliable service, and science, from the telescope."
Dr. Daniel Reichart
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of North Carolina
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Our telescopes around the world
Our references are your safety.

20 years of project experiences –
from consulting to enrollment.
The range of performance starts at consulting
and goes up to projects being executed. For your
project optic design by Dipl. Phys. Philipp Keller,

construction of hardware including electronic and
the appropriate software – everything from one
source. For project enrollment skilled ASA personal
is available. At desire locally at the customer.
The fact that Philipp Keller has designed and imple-

mented over 400 telescopes globally so far testified the quality. All the optics delivered have more
than full-filled the specifications.
On the global map one can get an overview on our
previous projects.

60 cm Telescope Cork, Ireland
Germany:
80 cm Telescope Brittheim/Rosenfeld
80 cm Telescope Tübingen
80 cm Telescope Munich
80 cm Telescope Villingen
90 cm Telescope Welzheim
1,1 m Expo-Projekt Melle
1,2 m Telescope Trebur
90 cm Telescope Falera, Switzerland
60 cm Telescope Arizona, U.S.A.
1 m Telescope with Nasmythfocus, U.S.A

80 cm Telescope Bozen, Italy
80 cm Telescope Castello, Italy

1 m Telescope, Brasil

80 cm Cassegrain Telescope, Chile
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50 cm Telescope, Argentina

2x 50 cm

80 cm Telescope Yanggu, Corea

60 cm Telescope Arizona, U.S.A.

1 m Telescope AlbaNova University, Sweden

"The AlbaNova telescope works exactly like a full scale
telescope and therefore gives the astrophysical students
an opportunity to train and gain experience to become
good observers.
We had a big wish for a good telescope when we moved
to this new place in 2001, and when we got this instrument, it could not be any better. This is more than
we expected, easy to handle to everyone, fits all of our
astrophysical needs."

90 cm Telescope Uppsala, Sweden
1 m Telescope AlbaNova University, Sweden
80 cm Telescope, Ethno Cosmology Museum, Lithuania
50 cm Telescope, Poland

Mr. Uno Wann, Res Engineer of AlbaNova University Center

1,2 m Telescope with NasmythFokus Ural State Uni, Russia

80 cm Telescope, China
80 cm Telescope, South Korea

AZ800 80 cm, Naturepark
Zirbitzkogel-Grebenzen, Austria

50 cm Telescope, Australia

80 cm Telescope Bozen, Italy

"The pointing accuracy and the optical capacities of the
80 cm f10 Cassegrain telescope were better than promised and also the control software works stable and was
furnished with an excellent manual."

Telescope, South Africa

Dieter Seiwald, Ex-head of the Amateur Astronomers
“Max Valier” and the “Max Valier” Observatory
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After so many installed telescopes larger than
32 inch it is fascinating to see how the modern
CNC production at ASA and a very good
preparation can still simplify the installation at site.
Egon Döberl, Dipl. Phys. Philipp Keller
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Guaranteed specifications for every size.

ASA complete telescope systems
ASA Astrosystems produces telescopes which meet very high quality standards. The materials used
are aluminium and carbon fiber which are machined with the latest in CNC technology. Telescopes
between 400 mm and 800 mm (16 to 24 inch) are made in a serial production. But ASA is able to
build custom telescopes up to 2 m. We can deliver Cassegrain or Ritchey-Chrétien-Systems with or
without Nasymth-Focus and we have also extensive experience with wide field prime focus systems.
We can offer our telescope systems either with equatorial or alt-azimuth mounts.
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ASA AZ800 – By professionals for professionals
800 mm alt-azimuth professional telescope with dual Nasmyth focus.

	Optic design by Dipl. Phys. Philipp Keller
	Can be ordered with Cassegrain- or RitcheyChrétien-Optics
	Zero expansion optics from LOMO
	ASA field flattener or ASA reducer with
corrected field >100 mm*
	Motorized switch between multiple Nasmyth focus
stages with a mouse click
	ASA Direct Drive technology
	Suitable for remote observing
	Manufactured with the latest CNC technology in
conjunction with high strength carbon fiber
	Compact size with a moderate weight of 800 kg
Heavy, equipment can be loaded on both focal stages
without changing the center of gravity
*) Optional

The AZ800 is an azimuthal mounted telescope with Nasymth-Focus, which contains all the knowledge and experiences gained from the
professional telescopes installed by Philipp Keller and is now build with the most advanced CNC from ASA.

Compact Size. The azimuthal design allows a very
compact telescope, fitting in smaller Domes compared to
an equatorial telescope.
User Friendly. The Nasmyth focal point can be
switched between the left and the right focus side by a
mouse click within a few seconds. A direct drive motor in
combination with a 0.1 arc second encoder and reference
switch is used to turn the tertiary mirror. You could use
one focus for visual observations while leaving your CCD
camera installed on the other side. If you want to take
an image of that object, all it takes is a mouse click. Of
course you could also use 2 different CCD cameras, one
installed with a ASA reducer for wide field imaging, the
other one with a Barlow lens for planetary work. Since
all accessories are mounted in the center of gravity, there
is no change in telescope balance when something is
mounted or removed on the Nasmyth-Focus. Since there
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is also no focuser directly at the focus (focusing for both
foci is done with the secondary), the weight of the CCD
or accessories can be very heavy. The comfort in visual
observing is stunning compared to a classical AltAz (i.e.
Dobson) or an equatorial telescope because with our
telescope design the focus position and thus the view
point is always at the same height.
Precise. With the AZ800 we have reached a new dimension of pointing and tracking accuracy. This is done
with the direct drive and an ultra high resolution encoder
with a readout of better than 1/100 arc second directly
on the telescope axis. Zero backlash, zero periodic error. ASA has sold more direct drive mounts than any
other telescope manufacturer. The azimuthal design is
also supporting overall better accuracies compared the
equatorial telescopes because hysteresis effects, caused
by optic shifts can be avoided. The ASA Derotator is cor-

recting the field rotation that is existent in AltAzimuth
telescopes. Even with 8 m focal length seeing limited
exposures without any autoguiding with five minutes or
more are no problem.
Perfect Optics. When it comes to optics, we don’t compromise and use zero expansion Sitall optics from LOMO
(L/8 wavefront peak to valley). LOMO rank among the
leading optics manufacturers worldwide and optics manufacturers worldwide and optic quality performs also in
conjunction with the demanded accuracy on surface with
Cassegrain- and Nasmyth-Systems. The optics we use are
Cassegrain und RC optic sets with optional correctors. Because both mirrors are aspheric, they are more expensive
compared to the much cheaper Dall Kirkheim system. The
Dall Kirkheim with only one spherical mirror remains in a
huge spherical aberration. It was ineligible for us to make
that compromise with our AZ800.

ASA AZ800 f10

Specifications
Motion control

Cassegrain

Dipl. Phys. Philipp Keller

Motor control

ASA Direct Drive with Autoslew software

800 mm

Azimuth motor

ASA Direct Drive motor

Optical system

Cassegrain

Optical design
Aperture

RC

RC

Focal length

7200 mm

6400 mm

Altitude motor

ASA Direct Drive motor

Focal ration

f9

f8

Encoder

Renshaw High Resolution

Back focus

250 mm

Motor torque

Approximately 120 Nm

Focus position

Nasmyth-Focus

Mechanical Structure

Cassegrain

Field of view FOV

38 arc mins (80 mm)

Material

High grade aluminium components

Fully baffled field

See vignetting plot

Processing

CNC machined

Primary Mirror Blank

Cassegrain

Fork assembly

Single piece U shaped fork arm for max. stiffness

Optical diameter

800 mm

Azimuth bearing

780 mm

Outer diameter

815 mm

Altitude bearing

170 mm

Mirror material

AstroSitall

Optical tube

CNC technology in conjunction with high strength carbon

Mirror coating

Al+SiO2 coating with 91% reflectivity

Weight

800 kg

800 kg

Edge thickness

90 mm

System Performance

Cassegrain

RC

Cell

18 point floating

Operating voltage

24V 1-4 A/tracking

Secondary Mirror Blank

Cassegrain

RC

Pointing

< 8” RMS with pointing file

Optical diameter

250 mm

287 mm

Tracking precision

< 0,25” RMS in 5 minutes

Outer diameter

256 mm

293 mm

Encoder resolution

0,007” on the axis

Mirror material

AstroSital

Moving speed

13°/sec.

Mirror coating

Al+SiO2 coating with 91% reflectivity

Mirror thickness

40 mm

Tertiary Mirror Blank

Cassegrain

Optical diameter

150 mm (small axis) with 97% reflectivity

Mirror thickness

21 mm

43 arc mins (80 mm)

RC

RC

Price and optional features are on the website www.astrosysteme.at

RC

* See www.astrosysteme.at

La Palma, Spain

Observatory Zeutschach, Austria
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ASA Cassegrain- and RC-Systems

Optical performance that will always perform on the seeing limit.

Optic design by Dipl. Phys.
Philipp Keller
Can be ordered with Cassegrainor Ritchey-Chrétien (RC)-Optics
Zero expansion AstroSitall optics
from LOMO
High stiffness
Automatic main mirror covers*
Field flattener and focal reducer*
Removable mirror cell
Internal cabling
Remote operation possible
Computerized construction
Manufactured with CNC technology in conjunction with high
strength carbon fiber
*) Optional

Cassegrain and Ritchey-Chrétien (RC) telescopes are
used by professional observatories, research institutions and universities. Our telescopes are designed by
Philipp Keller, a German physicist and optical engineer. The telescopes are made in open truss construction style with CFK-tubes and precision optics from
LOMO Optics. Customers can choose between the
optical sets or the complete telescope system which
can be set up in an equatorial or alt-az design. In
combination with a focal reducer or field flattener designed by Philipp Keller, these instruments can also be
used for large CCD sensors with diameters of 150 mm
and more and still display pin point stars all the way
to the corners.
Best configuration possible:
LOMO Optics inside!
LOMO Optics has established itself as a very reliable
manufacturer of precision optics. LOMO‘s mirrors are
of the highest grade in the industry: If your aim is
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perfect imaging quality and you do not want to spend
the few clear nights with inferior optics, then LOMO
should be your choice. In order for the optics to provide optimal corrections also during volatile thermal
conditions, we only offer our optical sets in either
AstroSitall or Zerodur ceramics. LOMO offers perfect
quality parabolic mirrors, flat optics as well as Cassegrain- and RC-Systems. Contrary to other optic vendors we deliver every optical set with test certificate
and interferogram. Philipp Keller has designed and
implemented over 400 telescopes globally and every
optic delivered exceeded all expectations.
System-wave front accuracy minimum L/8
Peak to Valley at 632 nm in focus
System-wave front accuracy minimum L/35
RMS at 632 nm in focus
Surface Quality 80/50 scratch/dig
Coating aluminium and quartz, other coatings
like silver and gold upon request!

Optical performance that will always perform on the seeing limit.
Both the Ritchey-Chrétien and Cassegrain telescope
will need a corrector when used with large format CCD
cameras. When comparing the performance of both
systems, the Cassegrain will perform very similar to
the RC but at a lower price. The benefit of the RC-design is justified that the field correction without field
flattener is slightly better compared to the Cassegrain.
In building these systems, ASA – unlike other manufactures in the field – focuses not on uncompromising
lightweight construction, but on computer aided construction and company owned CNC-production.
The result will be a more rigid system that will increase the precision of the telescope. Since professional telescopes are used in fixed locations, the
slight gain of weight will be more than offset by the
prevailing benefits such as higher pointing and tracking accuracy as well as improved focusing precision.

Specifications

ASA400

ASA500

Optical system

Cassegrain

Optical Design

Dipl. Phys. Philipp Keller

Dipl. Phys. Philipp Keller

Dipl. Phys. Philipp Keller

Aperture

400 mm

500 mm

600 mm

Focal length

3600 mm

3200 mm

4500 mm

4000 mm

5400 mm

4800 mm

Focal ration

f9

f8

f9

f8

f9

f8

Back focus

400 mm**

Field of view FOV

76 arc mins (80 mm)

Fully baffled field

See vignetting plot*

See vignetting plot*

See vignetting plot*

Cooling

Computer controlled cooling

Computer controlled cooling

Computer controlled cooling

Precision focuser

Motorized secondary mirror focuser,
controlled with ACC software

Motorized secondary mirror focuser,
controlled with ACC software

Motorized secondary mirror focuser,
controlled with ACC software

Baffle

Conical secondary light baffle

Conical secondary light baffle

Conical secondary light baffle

Primary Mirror Blank

Cassegrain

Cassegrain

Cassegrain

Optical diameter

400 mm

500 mm

600 mm

Outer diameter

410 mm

510 mm

615 mm

Mirror material

AstroSitall

AstroSitall

AstroSitall

Mirror coating

Al+SiO2 coating with 91% reflectivity

Al+SiO2 coating with 91% reflectivity

Al+SiO2 coating with 91% reflectivity

Mirror surface

L/8 PtV wavefront accuracy >95 strehl

L/8 PtV wavefront accuracy >95 strehl

L/8 PtV wavefront accuracy >95 strehl

Edge thickness

50 mm

60 mm

70 mm

Cell

9 point floating

9 point floating

9 point floating

Secondary Mirror Blank

Cassegrain

Ritchey-Chrétien

Cassegrain

Ritchey-Chrétien

Cassegrain

Ritchey-Chrétien

Optical diameter

130 mm

155 mm

175 mm

181 mm

193 mm

220 mm

Outer diameter

135 mm

160 mm

180 mm

186 mm

200 mm

225 mm

Mirror material

AstroSitall

AstroSitall

AstroSitall

Mirror coating

Al+SiO2 coating with 91% reflectivity

Al+SiO2 coating with 91% reflectivity

Al+SiO2 coating with 91% reflectivity

Mirror thickness

30 mm

35 mm

35 mm

Mechanical Structure

Cassegrain

Material

High grade aluminium components

High grade aluminium components

High grade aluminium components

Processing

CNC machined

CNC machined

CNC machined

Weight

69 kg

Ritchey-Chrétien

Cassegrain

ASA600
Ritchey-Chrétien

365 mm**
86 arc mins (80 mm)

Ritchey-Chrétien

Ritchey-Chrétien

69 kg

61 arc mins (80 mm)

Cassegrain

89 kg

Cassegrain

Ritchey-Chrétien

360 mm**
69 arc mins (80 mm)

Ritchey-Chrétien

Ritchey-Chrétien

89 kg

51 arc mins (80 mm)

Cassegrain

138 kg

57 arc mins (80 mm)

Ritchey-Chrétien

Ritchey-Chrétien

138 kg

Price and optional features are on the website www.astrosysteme.at
* See www.astrosysteme.at
** This is the maximum back focus available. With the standard ASA flange attached this value is reduced by 92 mm. The back focus can be increased and decreased by secondary focusing. The allowed diffraction limited focusing
range is +/- 40 mm. The pure mechanical range is higher.
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Processing and design of the ASA DDM
have convinced me immediately. Now
I have a great portable solution,
which is fit for the future.
Robert Pudlo, Germany
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Enjoying Technology.

With mounts made by ASA
The ASA Direct Drive mounts have opened a new era for the discriminating astro amateur. These
mounts are the result of several years of research and tests. The most skilled people have been
brought together to input their know-how and experiences into this project. We use torque motors
(Direct Drive motors with no gear and backlash) which have position readouts of around 1/100 arc
seconds. Until now, mounts with direct drive have been so expensive, that they were not affordable
for amateurs. Only through series production by ASA and state of the art CNC technology those
mounts are available in a similar price range like defective traditionally mounts with similar
loading capacity.
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ASA Direct Drive Mount 160

The DDM160 is the flagship in ASA‘s series of mounts. 160 mm thick
hollow axles and many hundred newton meters of torque has brought into
being one of the most stablest observatory class mounts of our century.

Aside from its impressively sized axles, our top
model is also equipped with very accurate encoders.

equatorial pier can be aligned exactly according to
its installation site.

area of large telescope systems has helped innovate
our products from the start!

Not only that: Its outer shell is manufactured with
highly graded carbon fibre, making its optical appearance stand out among its class.

Aside its impressive loading capacity (instrument
weight) of up to 300 kg (660 lbs), its tracking accuracy is perfect and can easily be compared to large,
meter class modern telescope systems. Especially
helpful in this regard was the expertise of Dipl.
Phys. Phillip Keller, whose years of experience in the

Controlled by the software "Autoslew" (which is used
by all ASA mount models) ASA´s DDM160 mount is
delivered with a complete software package and options such as autopointing, precision tracking and
internet remote control.

The DDM160 was designed as an equatorial pier
mount: Since measurements are client specific, the
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Measurements of the equatorial pier are fitted according to specific client needs!

Galaxy M51, DDM160 and ASA 20“ N f 3.6

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS DDM160
Software

Autoslew by Philipp Keller

Diameter of the axis RA/DEC

160 mm hollow axle

Bearing

Preloaded taper roller bearings 240/160 mm

Weight without counterweight-shaft

Approx. 220 kg

Loading capacity (only instrument)

300 kg

Drive (Direct Drive without gear)

High torque motors in RA and DEC

Operating voltage

24V (1 - 3 A/Tracking)

Pointing precision*

<8“ RMS with pointingfile

Tracking precision*

<0.25“ RMS in 5 minutes

Encoder resolution

0.007“ on the axis

Moving speed

13°/sec.

Counterweight-shaft

80 mm high-grade steel axle

Counterweights (2 pieces)

High-grade steel; 17 kg, Ø 245mm / 34 kg, Ø 245mm

Object catalog

Messier, NGC, IC, PGC, etc.

„With the professional support of ASA and their equipment (ASA DDM160 and ASA 20“ astrograph) my dream
of a remote observatory came true.“
Dr. Thomas Maca, Austria

Included extras
USB Ports, power and data link sockets (client specific) on the
mount plate
Homing parkingposition, re-positioning after power outage
Manual specifiable safety limits
Tested interfaces to Maxim DL, Autofocus,
The Sky, ASCOM, ACP, CCD-Autopilot, etc.
Miscellaneous drivers
Optional
Client specific pier
* In conjunction with an ASA-telescope

Project Solaris, Pointing with DDM160 in Australia
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ASA Direct Drive Mount 85

DDM85 BASIC

DDM85 STANDARD

DDM85 PREMIUM

Equatorial pier for DDM85 PREMIUM

The DDM85 is ASA‘s workhorse for professional astrophotographers and is still suitable
for portable use.

ASA‘s DDM85 mount has already received its laurels
from acclaimed astrophotographers world wide. Many
of them have completely abandoned from external
autoguiders and therefore they don´t have to sort
through a variety of images any more. Many of our
DDM85 series mounts are used in remote set-ups. Like
its smaller brother, the DDM85 can be be run on a
12V power supply and powered by a single car bat-
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tery. Since the DEC can be separated from the REC
axis, the DDM85 can still be transported with ease. All
power and data cables are internally lead through a
large dimensional hollow axle. The mount can also be
fixed to an equatorial pier (optional delivery) rendering meridian flips obsolete. Feedback from our clients
has shown, that the DDM85 also offers professional
services to many academic and research institutions!

DDM85-Models*:
DDM85 BASIC:
Loading capacity 45 kg
For portable use
Inclinable basic plate
DDM85X STANDARD:
Loading capacity 65 kg
Traditional wedge
DDM85XL PREMIUM:
Loading capacity 100 kg
*Optional with bent pier and laser for polar align

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS DDM85
Software

Autoslew by Philipp Keller

Diameter of the axis RA/DEC

85 mm hollow axle

Bearing

Preloaded taper roller bearings 130/85 mm

Weight without counterweight-shaft

Approx. 38 kg

Loading capacity (only instrument)

BASIC 45 kg / STANDARD 65 kg / PREMIUM 100 kg

Drive

High torque motors in RA and DEC

Operating voltage

DDM85 BASIC: 12V (0,6 - 2A/Tracking)
DDM85X STANDARD: 12V (0,6 - 2A/Tracking)
DDM85XL PREMIUM: 24 V (0,6 - 3A/Tracking)

Pointing precision*

< 12“ RMS with pointingfile

Tracking precision*

< 0.35“ RMS in 5 minutes

Encoder resolution

0.02“ on the axis

Altitude range

20 - 70 degrees (with optional wedge 0 - 90 degrees)

Moving speed

13°/sec.

Counterweight-shaft

60 mm high-grade steel hollow axle

Counterweights

High-grade steel; 5 kg, Ø 160 mm / 10 kg, Ø 160 mm

Object catalog

Messier, NGC, IC, PGC, etc.
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„My interest in astrophotography was Deep Sky imaging. For this purpose I purchased a refractor in 2007
and also a CCD-camera with a 24x36 mm sensor. My
latest acquisition was a DDM85 from ASA. The mount is
located in a room near my house and is remotely used
by a local network. My plan for the future is to move the
setup to a dark site in France.“
Philippe Michel, Switzerland

Included extras
USB Ports, power and data link sockets (client specific)
on the mount plate
Homing Parkingposition, re-positioning after power outage
Manual specifiable safety limits
Tested interfaces to Maxim DL, Autofocus, The Sky, ASCOM,
ACP, CCD-Autopilot, etc.
DDM85 Premium
Counterweight shaft

80 mm stainless steel shaft

Counterweights

Stainless steel; 17 kg, Ø 245 mm / 34 kg, Ø 245 mm

Operating voltage

24 Volts

Optional DDM85 Premium
Client specific bent pier
Laser for poler align

LBN483, DDM85X-SL / ASA 10“ N f3.9 / FLI ML8300

„The ASA Direct Drive mount with high-end optical encoders eliminates the most problems which bothered
amateur astrophotographers in the past. What I mean is
the guiding issue. Up to now I can go unguided with my
mount and have no problems with backlash anymore,
because the mount has no gears which cause backlash
problems.“
David Kopacz, U.S.A.

* In conjunction with an ASA-telescope
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ASA Direct Drive Mount 60

The ASA DDM60 is the entry level product of ASA‘s mount series and is especially designed as a portable device for astrophotographers
working in the field. The mount – like her two „bigger sisters“ – comes with all the features you would expect of a professional
telescope mount!

Currently the smallest available member of ASA‘s
mount series, the DDM60 was specially developed
with the prime focus on transportability and stability.
This is mirrored in the light weight of the coordinate
axes. The build-in laser and supplied software enables
a fast and precise polar align in only a couple of minutes. Setting up the mount in the dark is a breeze,
due to a well thought out telescope mount adapter,
which allows for a secure and fast attachment of the
telescope to the mount.
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Since direct drive motors usually have a high power
consumption rate, ASA developed its own low
consumption motors together with a well established company. The DDM60 can easily be operated all night long on a single 12V car battery. Even
during fast slews, the mount consumes no more
than 1 to 2 amperes.
The DDM60 is available as a standard or PRO version
with internal cabling.

PRO-Version, at the DEC axis:
Active 3-port USB Hub
2 galvanic separated lines 0-48V
1 data line
Plug for fan
All cables are pulled through the hollow axis of the
mount, so that tangling of cables can be prevented
during operations.

Tarantula Nebula

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS DDM60 / DDM60 PRO
Software

Autoslew by Philipp Keller

Diameter of the axis RA/DEC

60 mm hollow axle

Bearing

Preloaded taper roller bearings 95/60 mm

Weight without counterweight-shaft

Approx. 19 kg

Loading capacity (only instrument)

28 kg

Drive

High torque motors in RA and DEC

Operating voltage

12V (0,4 - 0,8 A/Tracking)

Pointing precision*

< 15“ RMS with pointingfile

Tracking precision*

< 0.4“ RMS in 5 minutes

Encoder resolution

0.03“ on the axis

Altitude range

0 - 90 degrees

Moving speed

13°/sec.

Counterweight-shaft

40 mm high-grade steel axle

Counterweights (2 pieces)

High-grade steel; 2,6 kg, Ø 120 mm
(5,2 kg, Ø 120 mm optional)

Object catalog

Messier, NGC, IC, PGC, etc.

Included extras
Automatic Meridianflip
Homing parkingposition, re-positioning after power outage
Manual specifiable safety limits
Tested interfaces to Maxim DL, Autofocus, The Sky, ASCOM,
ACP, CCD-Autopilot, etc.

„It´s unbelievable, with my DDM60 and my 14“ f/5 SCT
I receive perfect round stars at expose times longer as
ten minutes without guiding.“
Dale Liebenberg, South-Africa

M51

„For long time I used a Losmandy G11 mount for imaging and was satisfied but as time passed my claims
increased. Thus I decided to buy an ASA DDM60 PRO
mount to own the high-end what the market offered.
I never want to go back to a traditional mount.“
Hermann Bimeshofer, Austria

Build in laser
Further features of the DDM60 PRO
USB Ports, power and data link sockets (client specific) on the
mount plate
* In conjunction with an ASA-telescope
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The telescope-software of the professionals.
Now also for amateurs.
Autoslew
During 10 years of work with large observatories, one
of the most powerful telescope controller applications
of our present time was developed by Dipl. Phys.
Phillipp Keller. Many large observatories worldwide
use AUTOSLEW.
With Autoslew you can not only control your mount,
but also control your focus or your observatory‘s
dome. Additionally, Autoslew can offer remote

control over the internet.
Autoslew determines the IS- and SHOULD positions
of your telescope many hundred times a second and
will – in real time – correct deviations more accurately than currently possible through conventional
auto-guiding systems. Corrected deviations not only
include polarization tilts but also include tube flex, collimation errors, wind gusts as well as system induced

errors. Depending on the scope of your pointing file,
a pointing accuracy of a few arc seconds can be
achieved and a guiding accuracy of a few tenth of an
arc second reached.
Autoslew supports almost every astronomy software
programs and specifications are routinely adjusted. All
upgrades can be used on existing ASA mounts. Therefore you are ever up-to-date!

Display of current telescope position in right ascension,
declination, azimuth and height above horizon
Hour angle of the telescope
Refraction at current telescope altitude
Equinox to which the telescope coordinates are displayed
Activation of the Renishaw-Encoders
Menu for choosing sky objects
Focus mode
Different tracking speeds (star, moon, comet)
Controller keys
Check limits will prevent telescope to slew into unwanted zones
(ie. under the horizon or obstacles within the observatory)
Window display of error messages
Telescope-Controlsoftware AUTOSLEW (by Dipl. Phys. Philipp Keller)

OK3 Focuser Software
The OK3 software can be used as standalone software package or as a plug-in in Autoslew. Both versions offer the same features and are ASCOM-compatible. The OK3 software allows the user to select
different speeds, use a sophisticated temperature
compensation, a custom focus position list which can
be selected with a drop down menu and a home find
to achieve absolute focus, only to name a few of the
advanced features of this software package.
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ASA Direct Drive Mount.
Unguided better than
guided?
Unbelievable, but true. Many of our clients
have confirmed, that sharper and better images are produced through ASA‘s Direct
Drive mounts, than images delivered by other highend mounts with auto guiding! With ASA mounts
you can use 100% of all your raw image data as
wind gusts or traversing clouds will not throw
the mount of balance.

Sequence
Sequence is an add-on software for Autoslew and
enables the user to make automatic, plate solved
pointing models to enhance pointing and tracking for
all ASA mounts. Sequence runs in combination with
Autoslew, MaximDL and PinPoint.

Features:
1. Automatic creation of pointing models
2. Autosynchs
3. Measuring telescope specific errors like
hysteresis or flexure
4. MLPT (Multi Local Precision Tracking)

Peak to Peak PE: 0,68 arc seconds
RMS: 0,18 arc seconds

Arc seconds

5.0

0

-5.0

0

10

20

Minutes

30

40

PEMPro v2,5.
Tracking accuracy without auto guide correction over an hour.
Peak to Peak PE: 0,68 arc seconds, RMS: 0,18 arc seconds.
Instruments: ASA DDM85 with ASA 16N, OK3 (ASA‘s electric focuser).

Our MLPT is the fastest and easiest method to enhance the tracking without exact polar alignment
and setup and allow imaging without autoguider. If
you select MLPT, the mount will make a fast local
pointing model along the tracking path of the object

and measure the pointing and tracking errors along
this path and correct them real time during the following exposure. The handling of MLPT is kept very
simple and takes only a few minutes.
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„With great effort I build an offaxis-system on
my ASA 16N astrograph with FLI ML8300. To my
surprise I later discovered, that my ASA DDM85
mount delivered better tracking results unguided then my offaxis guiding system in its best
configuration!“
Wolfgang Promper, Austria
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The brilliant optic and the superb workmanship provide me with an imaging
standard I never reached before.
Dr. Antonio Fernadez, Spain
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No Compromises.

The ASA astrographs
To meet all demands of our customers ASA Astrosysteme produces two different series of astrographs:
The N-line with the parabolic main mirror and the H-line with the hyperbolic man mirror. With the N-serie
one can change the correctors and finally got three different focal lengths from 0,73x up to 1,8x.
Our astrographs use a very fast focal ratio which enables the customers to use very short exposure times
The optical tube assembly is an eye catcher with its carbon fiber composite construction. A heavy load
focuser that has been developed especially for these astrographs completes the product line.
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ASA astrographs – high-quality, stable, perfect.
PERFECTION RIGHT DOWN TO THE LAST DETAIL.

ASA astrographs are developed based on the experiences of some of the leading astrophotographers of our time. The correctors are
designed by Dipl. Phys. Philipp Keller and have been perfected by use of high end material and housing construction by ASA technicians.
Perfect image performance over a large field of view, lightweight but stiff construction and very fast focal ratio!

The tubes are produced with high-grade carbon and
furnished with black velvet inside to avoid stray light.
ASA Astrographs with apertures of 16 inch are also
offered as open truss models. Carbon used in the tubes
offers a very low thermal expansion and great rigidity.
Thus, the focus is very stable with no detectable tube
flexure – both great advantages!
ASA astrographs have very fast focal ratios. Thus, one
will achieve a good signal to noise ratio with short
exposure times. Through the uncompromising optical
design of German physicist Philipp Keller, the corrector
lens system deployed in ASA telescope can handle
large size CCD planes. Even with the largest available
CCD cameras in use today spot sizes will be corrected
perfectly – all the way into the image corners.
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ASA´s two distinct models:
The H-series astrographs use a hyperbolic main
mirror. In combination with a special corrector lens
system, the H-series provides the user with finer spot
sizes at greater speeds: The optical system resolution is overall higher, which makes the H-series perfectly suited for high-resolution CCD-cameras. With
a fast focal ratio of f2.8 it is also the ultimate wide
field and survey instrument.
The N-series astrographs employ a parabolic main
mirror with a focal ratio of f3.6. By switching the corrector lens system the focal length of the telescope
can be shortened or extended with minimum effort.
Using the standard 3“ Wynne corrector
a focal ratio of f/3.6 can be achieved. To
make the system even faster, the 2“ or 3“

reducer will lower the focal ratio down to
f/2.75. To increase the focal length (e.g.
when imaging solar or deep sky targets)
the ASA Barlow corrector will render a
focal ratio of f6.8.
All ASA astrographs are manufactured from superior
Suprax glass material and polished to an accuracy
of P/V = 1/7 lambda. The coating is an advanced
aluminum coating employing enhanced multi layered
overcoats to increase the reflectivity of telescope
mirrors by an incredible 97% over a wide range of
the visible spectrum. All of our secondary mirrors
are made according to the same specifications. On
request, premium Astro-Sital ceramics polished by
LOMO optics can be ordered.

Technical Specifications N-series
ASA 8N

ASA 10N

ASA 12N

ASA 16N

ASA 20N

ASA 20NG**

Aperture

8“ (200)

10“ (250)

12“ (300)

16“ (400)

20“ (500)

20“ (500)

Focal length

760 mm

950 mm

1140 mm

1520 mm

1900 mm

1900 mm

Corrector

Optional*

Optional*

Optional*

Optional*

Optional*

Optional*

Secondary

90 mm

100 mm

120 mm

130 mm

150 mm

150 mm

Focuser

3“

3“

3“

3“

3“

3“

Tube length

620 mm

790 mm

990 mm

1310 mm

1631 mm

1631 mm

Tube diameter

255 mm

300 mm

360 mm

470 mm

590 mm

590 mm

Weight

6 kg

9 kg

16 kg

30 kg

47 kg

52 kg

*Corrector

Lenses

Corrected image circle

Aperture ratio

f-factor

Weight

3“ Wynne

3

50 mm

f3.6

0,952

780 g

3“ Reducer

4

30 mm

f2.75

0,730

720 g

2“ Barlow

5

35 mm (45 mm)

f6.8

1,800

315 g

* Information relating to our new series of Newton, Schmidt-Cassegrain, Cassegrain and Ritchey-Chrétien correctors can be found on our website: http://www.astrosysteme.at/eng/correctors.html
** Open truss design

Technical Specifications H-series
ASA 8H
Aperture

8“ (200)

Focal length

560 mm

Corrector (installed)

4 lenses / corrected FOV > 52 mm /
f2.8 focal ratio / f-factor 0,73

Secondary

100 mm

Focuser (installed)

3“

Tube length

556 mm

Tube diameter

255 mm

Weight

7 kg

„As one of the first owners of an ASA DDM85 mount I´m convinced by the innovative technique of this mount. The high precision in conjunction with the famous
Astrograph N10 set new standards and provide me with outstanding results. ASA
deserve credit for the professional technology provided to us amateurs.“
Kurt-Peter Zirn, Deutschland

NGC7000
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Focuser and rotators from ASA
Rank among the best on the market.

ASA focuser are a standard with all ASA astrographs but can be used on other telescopes too. All focuser are motorized and are operated
by stepper motors. Six bearings guarantee a perfect and torsion-free motion.

The focuser are delivered in conjunction with the ASA
OK3-controller. This is the guarantee for smooth motion without any transition. The ASA OK3-controller
can be ordered separately and can also fit into the
ASA Direct Drive mount*. The electronic is connected
via USB to the PC.

The new ASA OK3Z and the appropriate basic plate are
standard at all ASA-Astrographs up to 16”.
For the use of the optional ASA 4” Wynne corrector
ASA developed a 4” focuser.

All focuser are delivered with ASCOM driver and ASA
Software and can be used by Autoslew software too.
Furthermore the focuser can be used via ASCOM with
software like Focus Max and MaximDL. This guarantees remotely usage.
* Optional for DDM85-series and DDM160

ASA FOCUSER:
3“

4“

4“

OK3
Up to 6 kg camera weight
30 mm Hub
Weight: 2 kg

OK4Z
Up to 15 kg camera weight
15 mm Hub
Weight: 3 kg

ROT4
Up to 20 kg camera weight
360°, 1,8° step size
Weight: 3 kg

OK3Z
Up to 15 kg camera weight
15 mm Hub
Weight: 2 kg
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ASA ROTATOR:

Enhanced performance with the appropriate accessories
ASA accessories — only the original fits perfect.

Our innovative and well-matched accessories for mounts and telescopes expand the possible application and functionality as well extend
the cycle of the product. The design of the accessories take care of benefit. With your ASA accessories you can optimize your device. You
will be delighted at the performance. The ASA accessories are the top-notch of the system. Each item is worth the investment.

Flightcase
To carry your astrograph safely we offer excellent
crafted flightcases: steel ball edges, aluminum
profiles, birch plywood, flip handle grips, butterfly
breech enough space for the astrograph with focuser,
tube rings, corrector, cameraadapter.

Tube rings
The tube rings fitted on your astrograph guarantees
safe stop. For easy assembling the CNC machined
tube rings have fast fixing screws.

Camera adapter and Off Axis Guider
ASA produces the right adapter for your system. Also
the appropriate off axis guider will be produced. To
calculate the correct length of your camera adapter
we only need to know the length of your imaging
trail.

ASA GPS-Stick
ASA delivers a GPS receiver module with USB-connection. Beneath the correct specification of your
location the module is the ideal timer for your PC.

Power supply/Cables for DDM mounts
For secure operation we offer the ASA tested power
supplies. To avoid cable clutter we recommend to
have a look at our cable offer to direct connect your
devices through the mount.

Counterweights/Counterweight Shafts/
Dovetail plates
To reach optimal balance with your ASA mount and
high performance at tracking we recommend to
check the correct balance with our different weights
and counterweight shafts. Also one have the choice
of our different length of telescope dovetail plates.
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Beside the scientific results of the professionals it is also
very satisfying to see the gorgeous images from amateur
astronomers that have been made with the correctors that
include my design and have been manufactured by ASA.
Dipl. Phys. Philipp Keller, Germany
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Good Cooperation. Optimum Quality. Perfect Results.

With correctoren made by ASA
Without the fitting optics and corrector no astrograph will deliver optimum results. To optimize the
photographic field we produce lens correctors according to the optical design from Dipl. Phys. Philipp
Keller which are among the best available worldwide. We optimize our correctors for wide band usage
to make them really work excellent between 400 nm and 700 nm. ASA produces correctors from
2" up to 4". Every corrector is measured at ASA facilities by putting it into a test-system and checking
with an artificial star.
The benefits speak for themselves. It is a good decision to choose professional correctors made by
ASA Astrosysteme. Made in Austria.
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Best results with ASA correctors

Increasing the performance of your telescope system.

For the photographic correction of the Field of View (FOV) ASA produces correctors designed and calculated by German physicist and
optical expert Philipp Keller. All correctors come with ample back focus to accommodate all common DSLR and CCD cameras.

Best possible design. Our correctors are not
calculated for a small spectral bandwidth of 450 to
650 nm, but are optimized for a wider bandwidth
from 400 to 700 nm and above. Every lens which is
used in ASA correctors is re-measured in radius and
thickness. Any lens which lies outside of the strict
ASA tolerances is discarded.
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Production. All our corrector tubes are manufactured in our company own CNC production. Only
high-grade aluminum is used and processed within
a 0,01 mm tolerance. ASA‘s strict quality control of
lenses and exact processing of corrector frame and
mounting ultimately guarantee high-end products
which today already have became the reference class
by which to measure excellence.

Unique. Every corrector is measured and tested
within the system. For the highest grade lenses –
deployed in professional Ritchey-Chrétien- and
Cassegrain-Systems – the actual diffraction index of
the delivered glass batch furthermore is measured.
Should deviations in the material occur, the design
will be adapted individually to ensure that the theoretical precision is also achieved in practise.

LBN 777/Taurus

Documented Quality.

„I successfully use the ASA 3“ Wynne corrector since
several years for imaging. Several images have been
posted as NASA Astronomy Picture of the day. I´m absolutely satisfied with this corrector.“
Ivan Eder, Hungary

Spot diagram example for the Ritchey-Chrétien reducer
This design is optimized for a 60 mm diagonal. For RCs the field of a 4x4k size plane (e.g. 16803 CCD sensor)
is totally free of vignetting. The corrector is suitable for RC telescopes with a system ratio of f8 or slower.

Object IC 63 Cassiopeia

„As I first time used the ASA corrector I had seen how
important it is to have a good corrector. Thus I will enter
all ASA correctors in my line of sale.“
Wolfgang Ransburg, Germany

Besides spot diagrams our corrector PDFs for the various systems also contain vignetting charts, backfoci information, dimensions of the corrector housings,
connection types aso.
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For each system the right corrector in optimal quality
Newton and Dobson correctors:

2“ Coma Corrector Quattro 1.175x
Field of View: 30-40 mm
Backfocus: 70 mm, depends on the system

Schmidt-Casssegrain Corrector:

2“ Schmidt-Cassegrain Reducer Corrector 0.77x
Field of View: 22 mm (APS-C Format)
Backfocus: 97 mm, depends on the system

2“ Reducer Corrector 0.73x
Field of View: 25-27 mm
Backfocus: 65 mm, depends on the system

2“ Barlow Corrector 1.8x
Field of View: 30 mm
Backfocus: 121,5 mm, depends on the system

3“ Reducer Corrector 0.73x
Field of View: 28 mm
Backfocus: 77 mm, depends on the system

The corrected
field of view of
your camera at
a glance.

3“ Wynne Corrector 0.95x
Field of View: 50 mm
Backfocus: 57 mm, depends on the system

4“ Wynne Corrector 1.0x
Field of View: 60 mm
Backfocus: 60 mm, depends on the system
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KODAK CCD sensor KAF-16803 36,8 x 36,8 mm
SBIG STL-11000 24 x 36 mm (35 mm format)
APS C format 16,7 x 25,1 mm
Canon 20 D sensor size 15 x 22,5 mm
KODAK 8300 sensor 13,52 x 17,96 mm

– ASA makes it possible.
Cassegrain Correctors:

Ritchey-Chrétien Correctors:

4“ Cassegrain Reducer Corrector 0.72x
Field of View: 60 mm (z.B. KAF16803)
Backfocus: 90 mm, depends on the system

4“ Ritchey-Chrétien Reducer Corrector 0.84x
Field of View: 60 mm (z.B. KAF16803)
Backfocus: 90 mm, depends on the system

4“ Cassegrain Flattener Corrector 1.0x
Field of View: 80 mm (z.B. KAF16803)
Backfokus: 124 mm, depends on the system

4“ Ritchey-Chrétien Flattener Corrector 1.0x
Field of View: 80 mm (z.B. KAF16803)
Backfokus: 108 mm, depends on the system

60 mm
50 mm
40 mm

30 mm
25 mm
22 mm

28 mm
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Cameras
FLI MICRO LINE

FLI MICRO LINE
MLx694

MicroLine is smaller and lighter-weight
than the competition, but outperforms
them in key areas such as noise,
frame quality, download speeds, bitdepth, and CCD cooling.

The latest camera model at the FLI
collection. Set new standards in
astrophotography, especially at lucky
imaging.

Typical maximum cooling:
60ºC Below Ambient
Temperature stability: 0.1ºC
Typical system noise:
8 e- RMS @ 8 MHz
Non linearity: < 1%
Available shutters: 41 mm
Lens mount compatibility: F-mount
CCD to flange distance: 24.96 mm
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Remote triggering: Standard
Operating environment:
-30ºC - 45ºC | 10% - 90%
relative humidity
Interface: USB 2.0
Power: 12V
Weight: 1,36 kg
Dimensions: 3.70 x 3.70 x 4.77
(94 x 94 x 121.3)

Sensor Sony ICX694
Sensor size 2750x2200,
4.54 micron
Sensor cooling: 70° below ambient
Typical system noise
< 6 e-RMS@10MHz
Double coated CCD-cover glass
Cooling, air or liquid
Shutter: 63 mm

RBI Anti-Ghosting-TechnologyStandard
Video mode with interline sensors,
focus and center images live!
Reaches operating temperatures
within 5 minutes
Interface: USB 2.0
Power: 12V
Weight: Approx. 1,4 kg
Dimensions: 94 x 94 x 121,2 mm

Best camera. perfect Image.

FLI – complete equipment for
astrophotography
Finger Lakes Instrumentation − FLI cooled CCD cameras and accessories are produced in New York,
U.S.A. FLI CCD cameras and filterwheels are established at the amateur and professional community.
In conjunction with the fast ASA astrographs those cameras are the ideal combo. The mosaic image
of the nebulosity and clusters in scorpius and ophiuchius demonstrates the power of this setup (see at
the left image at: www.astrosysteme.at/eng/fli.html). The images are taken with an ASA 8"H f2.8
astrograph on ASA DDM60PRO mount in conjunction with a FLI PRO LINE 16803.

Filter Wheels
FLI PRO LINE CCD CAMERAS
PL16803

FLI filter wheel’s with robust mechanical design provides the basis for stunning,
uncompromising images. Each FLI color filter wheel is precision engineered with
a highly accurate no-slip drive chain and stepper motor. The large diameter pivot
pin and bushings are precision ground and matched for smooth, quiet no-fuss
operation night after night. FLI color filter wheels do not use internal lights for
homing, so your images are protected from stray light interference.

ProLine sets the standards in key performance areas that include: Download
Speeds, Cooling, Low Noise Operation,
Anti-Ghosting Technology, Image Quality and Linearity.

Typical maximum cooling:
75ºC below ambient
Large format CCDs up to 50x50 mm
Interline Sensor Operation at
12 MHz (16-bit)
Interline sensor operating up to
14 MHz (16 bit)
Separate On-Board A2D for lowest
noise level (1MHz)
Cooling, air or liquid

RBI Anti-Ghosting-TechnologyStandard
Video mode with interline sensors,
focus and center images live
Reaches operating temperatures
within 5 minutes
Interface: USB 2.0
Power: 12V
Weight: ca. 2,6 kg
Dimensions: 157,5 x 157,5 x 96,5 mm

CFW 1-5
5 position filter wheel

CFW 5-7
Color filter wheel

Filter positions

Five

Seven

Filter size

50 mm diameter

50 mm square

Filter thickness

3 - 5 mm

3 - 5 mm

Body thickness

20,57 mm

21,54 mm

Kamera coupling pocket

2.930“ Pocket

2.930“ Pocket

Telescope coupling

2.005“ - 24 UNS-2B

3.005“ - 24 UNS-2B

Internal wheel material

Sintra

Aluminum

Interface

USB 2.0

USB 2.0

Power

12V

12V

Weight

0,73 kg

1,81 kg

ASA distributes FLI and offers the full range of the FLI product palette. Detailed descriptions are available on our website: www.astrosysteme.com
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For more information on our line of products go to www.astrosysteme.com
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